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This is my first time to come to Malaysia. It is a
wonderful country and beautiful place. I impress the
University of Malaysia because I am getting to learn
with education and friendship which everyone gives
together. I think Malaysia is one of a very good
country. People are lovely, smart look and have
knowledge. From that I am notice the prime minister
who looks to education is important and gives
knowledge to people in the country. Everyone in
Malaysia have ability. So, in my opinion I like
Malaysia, like people, like everything because it’s make
me learn culture, learn education, and learn how they
eat. It makes me impress. I think I will come to
Malaysia again. Thank you everyone who makes me
come to Malaysia.
Nisarat Rattanakaew.
This is my second time to Malaysia. I get more
experience. I know mare and more people. This
experience improves my English skills. I travel in many

places in Malaysia. I feel impress to joy this trip.
Thanks for organizing this program.
Sitang Darakai
I feel happy and very well in this trip because I
come to Malaysia first time. I impress everything in
Malaysia. I travel to various universities such as UUM.
It is very well and they welcome us vey warm. I can
learn and practice English very well. In Universiti
Putra Malaysia, it is very good and very warm. I like
this place and I have new friends. People in UPM are
very friendly. I can learn English very well, and I
want to learn in UPM.
Malaysia is very beautiful place and modern
country. I can learn many things in Malaysia such as
culture, way of life, learning in University in
Malaysia. I love Malaysia.
I also love Wangdek Travel. The team of Wangdek
travel take care everyone very well and very warm. We
learn information of Malaysia from Wangdek Travel.
If I have opportunity, I will come back to
Malaysia. I promise I will improve English. This trip we
learn many things, next trip we want to go to
Singapore, please. ☺ I love you.
Chanikan Deesalam
In my feeling, Malaysia is a beautiful place. The
environment in UUM is very natural. The UUM use the
land creatively. The area of UUM is very large. The
UUM library is the largest in Asia. It is very private. On
the other hand; I was going to UPM. I play the games. I
enjoy with my friends and new friends that they are
Malaysian people. I go to Malaysia that can learn

culture, environment and English skill. I practice
English skill. Exactly, I am excited because it is the
first time to travel on the other country and good
experience. I would like to say for Walailak University
that thank you a lot. I am part of this experience. I
have many knowledge from the travel.
Siriwan Micha
The following plan of Walailak University that
Walailak University want to give students attend
activity about related with partner of Walailak
University. I came to Malaysia second times and then I
feel good and happy very much for the trip to Malaysia.
First day, I arrived at UUM and then I see many of
things differ from Thailand or my university such as
environment, campus of UUM and other.
I see management system about studying, something
differ with our system. I see a library of UUM and then
I impress with their management. Second day when we
arrived UPM, I ever cam to UPM, this time is second and
each time I feel impress with their warm welcome and
take care. For visiting in UPM I got many things that is
benefits and their students use well English. When I
see those well speaking English and then I think I
should try more. For their food or Malaysia food I
have a little bit because it quite differs from Thai
foods, but we must have it. I feel excited and happy
with this trip.
Kamonnet Promkong

I am very happy with this trip. I can learn English
skill at UUM and UPM. I learn about different
culture. Thank for this trip, many thanks.
Nuttanicha Dulyakaran
For this trip, I impress everything that make me
happy and excited. I can learn new information,
technology, food and etc. This trip is very good in
particular the attention from guild, officer and
teachers.
When I came to Malaysia, I saw people, food,
place which is different from Thailand. In UUM, I
could learn and see the library that I never know. It
is the biggest library in Asia. In UPM, it makes me
surprised because I can get news friends and news
colleagues. This trip makes me know that courage is
important because when we have it, we can do everything
good. Finally, I must be thank you for making this trip.
It can improve my English skill.
Bussara Kongpetch
The Wonderful Trip
First of all I want to say thank you my university
so much about a good activity for the learner, and
also can teach the learner many things for example
the knowledge from another country, AEC, and how to
get more responsibility because I can see the majority
from another country. They always study hard, and
spend their time to read a book. What about my
country? I really worry about it.
In my opinion, this trip taught me how to plan
myself to be better. One thing that I like so much from
this trip is I got more new friends from Malaysia.

Because when I got new friends from another country,
we can share a new knowledge together. So, I would
suggest, we should have a trip every semester. I am glad
to be here with everyone.
Kanokkan Nootab
I think I like this activity very much because I can
learn English from everywhere and I can practice my
English skill too. This is my first time to travel in
another country and doing activities during the trip. I
am very happy to visit UUM and UPM. It makes me have
knowledge more than before I come to Malaysia. UUM
is a beautiful university, it is bigger and fresh. I like
library at UUM because it is very big, silent, and
privacy. UPM is a beautiful university same as WU. I
have a news friend from this activity and this activity
makes me confidence more and more because I dare to
speak English with other people in Malaysia. I am very
happy for my English skill and I can practice courage
also. I love this trip very much because Wangdek Travel
take care us all the time. Their service is very excellent
since the first day we met until the last day. They are
very excellent. Thank you very much for these activities.
I hope the activities will have again and I will come
again. I hope to go another country such as Singapore
to learn about English. Thank you for knowledge. I
have confidence more and very proud to use English in
Malaysia. It makes me happy to speak English with
foreigner when I am in Thailand to help them from
something. This activity will live in my mind forever.
Thank you very much. Thanks from the bottom of my
heart ☺
Malatree Numyuenyong

I think, I feel impressive and funny for this trip
all the time in Malaysia. It is the first time and I
hope it will be a next time. In Universiti Putra
Malaysia, I enjoy and excited in public speaking and
activities with new friends in Malaysia. I am so happy.
I have new friends and I go to face book for learning
English skill. I get knowledge and power from speaking.
I know about culture and food of Malaysia. Thank
you for Wangdek Travel. They take care of me and
everyone. I get convenience and foods are delicious. I
have to joy activities on bus and learn bravery for a
long time. I like weather in Malaysia because there
are trees, flowers, and high building.
For this trip, it is wonderful for me. I can learn
everything. I have funny to travel in PETRONAS Twin
Tower. It is very high and especially in the night, it
will be lighting and so beautiful. I get to learn
neighbor, learn more culture and learn Malaysia. I
would like to thank Wangdek Travel and the
International Office of Walailak University. I will
not forget for this trip.
Suthathip Suwannapong

One thing that happened to me before I come to
Malaysia is I afraid of danger that happen around
frontier, but it’s all gone after we arrived at
Malaysia. The environment around the country
impressed me for example the area of UUM. It is very
beautiful. Beside the beauty are the system of learning
of UUM is very important and very useful for students.
After we depart UUM, the route with a beautiful view is

impressed me too. There are some mountains, tunnel,
flowers, and all of them make this journey beautiful.
In Kuala Lampur, it is not so much different from
Bangkok, but I can feel about crowded is less than
Bangkok. The most impression is the journey to
Malaysia by the good service of Wangdek Travel. It
makes me impressed and I think my friends are like it
too. I hope if we have a good chance we can joy together
in the next time. I love this trip and love everyone.
Thagoon Jitraksa
I would like to say many thanks for the
International Relations Office to give the chance for
participating in this program. I am very enjoy with the
activities. Besides, I feel nice to show a public speaking.
I can do it again so it makes me so proud. Then I feel
good to have the chance to visit many places in
Malaysia such as the Royal Palace, universities, and
KLCC. Each place is important in Malaysia especially
the palace is very beautiful. I went to Putra Jaya that
is the new city. It is wonderful place for me because it
shows about the Malaysia identity such as the ministry ,
bridge, mosque and flag. In addition I can eat food in
Malaysia that it is a little bit different from my
country. Then, the last place makes me very happy that
is KLCC. I do shopping and buying something that I
want. Thai program is good experience for me and I am
much enjoyed.
Wiranyupha Rotthongsen
First of all, I would like to say thank you for this
project or this trip. This trip is many things for me such
as experience especially public speaking at UPM. For me,

I never talk in public because I am shy. It is my first
time for the visit to Malaysia. In Malaysia there are
many places which are famous. I am happy very much.
Furthermore, this project I got much knowledge outside
classroom. However, Malaysia is a modern country,
having modern building. It is more natural than
Thailand. I am in Malaysia for three days, I would
like to say “Like” it and “Love” Malaysia. People in
Malaysia are lovely and friendly with foreigners. So,
I impress Malaysia. “Practice make Perfect”
Chakkrawut Rungruang
This is the first time that I come to Malaysia. I
feel very happy and enjoy the trip. I want to come here
because I want to see the area around the country and
learn about culture and language. Now, I know that
Malaysia people have a good English skill. It makes me
practice in English skill and preparing for AEC in 2015.
So, I want to come here again when I have a new
chance and I want to say thank you for teachers and
a tour guide very much.
Nareerat Nakpeng
I am impressed with this activities with two reasons.
There are places and activities. Firstly, we took bus
from Hat Yai to come here so I could see things
different from I thought. We had a long journey. I
learnt many things. I learnt how being tourist guide
with seeing and comprehending the tourist guide role
and duty. The places where were visited. Some of them
are campus, historical places, so despite travelling I
learnt things. Secondly, activities are useful. Actually
we came with tour group. We would not get chance to

practice using English, but not this. We visited
universities. We participated in activities. We did done
as well. When I get back, I will have nice memories.
Places and activities I done here, it is really
unforgettable.
Adisorn Khamsong
My Impression
My impression in Malaysia with the English
Discovery Program is the best opportunity to learn
language and culture. It can make me known the other
friends who are the foreigner in UPM. This trip makes
me learn the progress of Malaysia. The new office of
the Malaysia’s government in Putra Jaya where is the
best building located that very beautiful place in
Malaysia. I think this trip gives me to give an
opportunity to exchange the culture and language. It
can create the new friends and can study the best
thing outside classroom. This trip give me to study from
the real place, real people. This is the best experience
for me. I want to say thank you.
Annop Saewun
In this trip, I have a lot of impression. I am very
happy and enjoyable with this trip. I got many
experiences about public speaking. In this trip made me
practice and develop about speaking skills, also made
me know about public speaking. When I went to the UUM,
I felt excited because the UUM is a beautiful and
famous university. I liked library of UUM very much. It
is high technology and very beautiful and also it is
private, having a personal room to study. Then, when I
went to UPM, I felt excited too because it is big and

beautiful. In UPM, I was very enjoying with activities
and public speaking. I got much information about AEC
that I don’t know. The most important in UPM, they
have a warm welcome. Staff, Director, or group members
at UPM are friendly. I am happy very much.
This trip has many benefits and very good. It can
held me in develop my speaking skill. I hope that trip
like this will have in the next year and every year.
Thank you for this trip.
Nusrin Leaduwee
I like the moment that we visited in UPM because
this place is the first time for me to visit. I really
happy to go in there because of activities we enjoyed
and also learn to go together. I can saw many
interested activities, people, environment and the
activities. I hope some days I will return back because I
have a new relationship and new friend. So, I hope I
will contact them after this trip. I like the activity
that they allow us to joy and find a new matching
group. I am the CAT group. They told me to make a CAT’s
sound to find members. I have to remember my team
member too. Then, I have a new activity. They asked me
to fine a member that have the same month of birth.
After that, we join the next activities such as public
speaking, mock debating, answering the questions. This is
really nice moment for me to be in this trip.
Nipapan Wonineng
From this trip, I am very happy. I never come to
Malaysia. It is my first time for me. It is amazing.
Malaysia is beautiful. I like it but I don’t like food
because I think it is a strange taste. I impress all

places such as UUM, UPM, Putra Jaya, KLCC and etc.
They are interesting. This trip gives many things that
irrespective of friends, knowledge, and good experience.
Finally, I impress Wangdek Travel. They service us very
good. They take care all of us and entertain us all
the time. Eventually, I thank you WU, Ajarn and staff.
They take care of me and my friends very well. Thanks
so much.
Kanjamas Sunahoo
I have experienced many things while travelling in
Malaysia. Since the first day of travelling, I have
experienced about staying with other friends because we
had to get to the bus at night. We need to stay at the
hotel for a day. Before travelling, I was not familiar
with them, but I had a good relationship with them from
travelling. Next, I have learned about entrancing and
existing from country. In the third semester, I took a
course about principles of tourist guide. I learned
about the information for entrancing and existing
from the country in the classroom, and I could apply it
in this trip. The first place where I visited in Malaysia
is UUM (Universiti Utara Malaysia). It is located in the
border of Malaysia. I think it is not much different
from Walailak University because there are lots of
trees there. It looks very natural. I really like the
building. It is rather modern. Moreover, the library is
very large and high technology. The second day of trip,
I have experienced many things at UPM. Firstly, I had
more friends there. They were Malaysian, and I have
learned about their culture. Next, I have learned
English skill. It is very useful.
Sunantha sriput

This is my first time to come to Malaysia. For this
trip I impress with many things for example, firstly I
impress with education of Malaysia that their
government so much point important and always
support their people to educate because children now
can be the intelligence resident that can develop the
country in the future. Secondly, I impress with both
universities that I visited, they welcome us with warm
and wonderful and their university also gives
friendship and knowledge. Thirdly, the beautiful place
that we can show others with the stunning building. We
take the photo to keep good memory of that moment.
Include, I very impress with the staff of Wangdek
Travel. They take care of us with heart and I want to
tell them that they receive our heart too.
However, this opportunity gives me to learn foreign
culture, social, food and etc. of Malaysia. So, it is
important with us to prepare with AEC. Thank you all
part of people that give this opportunity to us. And I
hope to learn more foreign country to keep and learn
their culture.
Vichukorn Yawananon
This trip I am happy so much. I can practice
English and other skills such as speaking in public. The
important things are everybody in the group is very
friendly and informally. So, it can make me relax.
Finally I think the activity is very benefit for
students and I hope to see this activity again next year.
Thank you so much.
Suppawit Yeudyawkong

I feel really happy to come to Malaysia with my
friend. I impress everything here. Our guide is really
kind and I feel I like it. If have another chance, I
will come here again.
Husna Dada
It is my first time to come to Malaysia. Malaysia
is very clean country. Thanks for allow me to joy in
this program. Thank you. Next year I will joy this
program again to make more experience. Hope to joy this.
Tanya Yuso

It is my first time to come to Malaysia. I am very
impress to come with my senior. Malaysia is very clean
and beautiful country. I can get knowledge and enjoy
this program. Next time I will come back again. Thank
you.
Narataporn Khunmad
In this program I can learn many things. I did
something that I never try to do. I did a public
speaking. It is not well but I try very hard. This time
it’s a good experience. Thanks for organizing this
program. I hope this program will present in next year.
Thank you.
Hedayah Salaeh-Alem
I am so happy and I am excited. I never come to
Malaysia. It is beautiful of town, place and building.
I like environment. I am very proud.
Kitiyada Sornsit

I feel happy and fun. I have learned English
because I am come from accounting major. I am sure
that what I have learned from this trip, I will adapt
to use in my life. Guide is very kind.
Asma Dada
I am very happy with this trip, I can learn English
skill in UUM and UPM. I learn about different
culture. Thank you for this trip, many thanks.
Nuttanicha Dulyakaran
I am very excited because it is my first time to
Malaysia. Malaysia has a beautiful town, places, and
buildings. It is clean and I am very proud that I came
here and received a good experience back to Thailand.
I will tell my friends, my family and other people to
visit Malaysia. For Wangdek Travel, I am very proud
because they take a good care of us. I like them.
Pathamadee Bunnontae
This is the first time I went to Malaysia and to
foreign country. Overview, I think this country is not
different from Thailand. Malaysia is good wildlife,
good society and good citizen. But we have a problem
with food in Malaysia because we don’t intimate food
in area. The discourse impressed of trip is to share their
experiences with the two universities. I think to share
experience; we will get a new friend. At UPM, I talk
and exchange knowledge with friend. I think this trip
breakeven and I hope to come back again to Malaysia.
Ratima Suwannarat

This is the first time I go to Malaysia. I was
excited very much. I really concern about my public
speaking but I will do my best. The way of journey, I
slept all the time. Only the time that I knew is I am
going to Hat Yai. When we went to Malaysia I feel I
live in Thailand. These houses built similar but there
have many factories. At That time, I just want to rest
only. I forgot to say about the person to move this trip.
They are Boat, Jimmy, A-chin and Pae. I said that if we
don’t have them this trip can not go on at all. They
always service us all the time. I know who want to be a
guide you have to service in your soul. I impress with
day 2 most because I took a picture and shopping; how
wonderful it is! Last, I want to thank for one person if
we have not her, I can not go to Malaysia that is P”’
Kungnang. I have a great experience like that with my
friend because of her.
Metika Montriwat

